Eight of ten companies are susceptible to events that will cease out of operations. These interruptions could be very expensive and prolonged (short or long). Companies that are not prepared with Emergency Response Plans and personnel trained, are destined to spend up to two hundred times longer to respond to an emergency.

OGIS Corp offers Emergency Response Plans and Training prepared by professionals who have responded to real emergencies into the Oil and Gas Industries, transport and the environment. OGIS Corp knows the emergency priorities, and what tactics have to be implemented. We start with basic training services and then in medium and high training levels according with our customers demanding...
Companies must be preparing for the unexpected; an established emergency response plan could determine whether or not Oil Spill could be controlled or cause an environmental and property disasters.

**Emergency Response Plan and Exercises**

Prepare Companies staff and employees to respond to such incidents that affect lives, environment and property.

**Tactical Plans**

Lead your Emergency Response Brigades, to the most critical areas with the suitable assignment equipment and personnel trained. Time is gold, safety is first, knowledge and practices are the bases to the success.

**Incident Management**

Help your company to prepare themselves against interruptions caused by disasters.

**Environmental Projects**

- Energy conservation
- Environmental Technology / Green Energy
- Environmental Impact Studies
- Air Quality, Soil and Water Monitoring
- Waste Management Technologies and Plans
- GHG & CO2 Reduction Plans
- Soil and Ground Water Remediation
- Pollution Prevention and Control Plans
- Recycling
- Environmental Plans

**Business Continuity**

Help your company to prepare themselves against interruptions caused by disasters.

**EMERGENCY RESPONSE PRODUCTS**

Call 1-713-483-4167